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Meetings 

IMPAR meeting with Finance 
Minister Mrs Nirmala Sitharaman  

IMPAR President Dr MJ Khan met the finance 
minister Mrs Nirmala Sitharaman at her office in 
New Delhi and discussed issues related to growth 
in the economy and agriculture and other social 
and political issues. 

 

 

Meeting with the Hon’ble Minister of 
State for Home Affairs, Mr. Ajay 
Mishra 

29 June 2022: IMPAR president Dr MJ Khan met 
the Hon’ble Minister of State for Home Affairs, Mr. 
Ajay Mishra at his office in New Delhi and 
discussed the prevailing social and political 
situation and shared concerns on the increase in 
communalism and growing radicalism in the 
society. IMPAR stressed on the need for better 
understanding among the communities and 
appreciation of the common ethos and cultural 
values in making the India of tomorrow. 

 



 

Field Activities 

Youth Empowerment Program 

The IMPAR Bulandshahr District team organized a 
Career counselling program on 30th June at FBM Girls 
Inter College. More than 250 girls participated and 
received advice on how to make the right career 
choice, current market opportunities, future job 
market, the importance of habits and discipline in life, 
and achieving success.  While addressing the session 
Dr. MJ Khan, president IMPAR, emphasized on the 
growing importance of technology-based education, 
and data science.  

Mr. A.R Shaikh (Rtd. Dy. Commissioner), President 
Centre for Social Science Research and Empowerment 
explained a proper career pathway in science with the 
information on available courses, access, quality, and 
cost. 

Mr. Ahmed Nadeem, a certified professional 
counsellor with rich industrial experience guided 
students on how to assess career and options 
available under social science and humanities.  

Our respected guest and speaker Mr. Qamar Alam, 
President Mahila evam Bal Kalyan Control Board. Mr. 
Khusro Khan, Vice President, Sr. Alig Creative Form 
also joined online and shared their words of wisdom 
with the students. 

Mr. Mohsin Khan, IPS, C.O. Gabhana Aligarh, and Mr. 
Ajay Chaudhary, IPS, Additional Commissioner of 
Police, Delhi guided students on careers in civil 
services and answered the student’s queries.  

We appreciate Mohammad Idris, entire executive 
team members and school administration for realizing 
the need of career counselling at school level in order 
to help the students to chart a career path and choose 
therewith. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

International Yoga Day 

On 22 Jun 2022 IMPAR Regional Coordinator for 
Bundelkhand Region- Col Zahidullah Siddiquie was 
invited as a Chief Guest on International Yoga Day at 
the Landmark Towers Kanpur.  

 

 

 

 

IMPAR organised district dialogue on 
progress and reforms at the 
International Academy of Scholars, 
Baghpat. 

On 3rd July IMPAR held a dialogue session with 
the community people in Asara Village of Baghpat 
District, Uttar Pradesh at the International 
Academy of Scholars.  Community reform and 
progress are the primary focus of IMPAR with an 
aim of improving social and economic status and 
seeking equality. Adv. Firoz Ghazi (Adv. Supreme 
Court) raises issues such as village education 
enrolment ratio, literacy rate, girls’ education, the 
status of higher education, female participation in 
the formal economy, and so on.  The community 
really needs to pay a greater emphasis on getting 
quality education as it plays an important role 
when it comes to defining and designing society, 
Mr. Ghazi Said.  IMPAR strongly believes that any 
social reform is possible only through community 
participation; it's a bottom-up approach, hence 
the educated and responsible people within the 
community should come forward and make a 
difference through collective efforts.  

IMPAR highly appreciated Mr Anis Ahmed and his 
entire team’s vision, commitment, and efforts in 
changing the face of education in the village. Soon 
IMPAR will roll out its educational and youth 
empowerment programs in the district. 

https://youtu.be/OorGuJxra_I   

 

 

https://youtu.be/OorGuJxra_I


 

Advisory/Guidelines Issued 

IMPAR Guidelines for Media Panellists 

IMPAR is issuing these guidelines to help promote responsible behaviour and informed and healthy 
discussions, especially on issues related to politics and religion. 

Provocative and socially unacceptable language, communal remarks and derogatory references led to 
communal disharmony, and disturbed the peace at large. 

Nowadays news TV channels focus more on controversial and politically and ideologically divisive 
issues to attract more and more eyeballs. Though after the recent controversy, it's high-time TV 
channels should stop airing communally polarising shows, and same goes to the panellists.  

IMPAR 11 Points Advisory to Deal with the Current Crisis 
12 June 2022 I New Delhi 

 
 As we know the situation is becoming alarming due to the recent spate of violence in different parts of the 
country and subsequent police crackdown, reportedly with excessive use of force. IMPAR is issuing the 

following guidelines to help the community deal with the situation;  

1. Please do not be provoked by the speeches or instigations by misguided or vested elements and join 
agitation or stone pelting. In the civilised world there is no place for violent reactions.  

2. In the case of blasphemy, with the action taken against the culprits the message is gone to the rest. Let 
the matter end here. Islam is not about the violent reactions but informed responses. Please learn from 

the life of our beloved Prophet (PBUH), who would respond to such offensives by gestures of peace and 
goodwill rather than violence.  

3. Taking law into hands must be avoided at any cost. If there are hate speeches or hurting of religious 
sentiments the best course is to lodge multiple FIRs against the offenders. By doing violence you are 
doing more damage to Islam and the Muslim community than any good.  

4. The community members need to be extra vigilant as anti-social elements may take advantage of the 

situation and creep in to create violence and the blame will come to the community, as reported by few 
digital channels today.  

5. Please form 10-15 members Mohalla wise committees in case of bigger municipal corporation cities and 
25-30 member city committees in case of smaller municipality level cities. This will serve as an 
important social safety network.  

6. Please create WhatsApp groups to message them all in case of emergency. The committee may 
comprise prominent advocates, journalists, social workers, retired government officers, members of 
clergy etc.  

7. If protests are to be done, these must be fully peaceful and with the permission of the police. The 
committee should meet the local police and give its letter for permission and seek police deployment to 
prevent any anti-social elements from entering.  

8. Facebook live must be done from the protest sites and also at homes when police enter the house, 
either to question or arrest. This will be irrefutable record and evidence, in case of any excesses or any 
unfortunate incident happens.  

9. In case of any unfortunate incident, community members must do thorough assessment of the damage 
and fact finding of the incident and based on that an objective report to be prepared. The same may be 

released to the media and circulated on social media for subsequent legal and other actions.  
10. Please keep contact numbers of senior police and administration, public representatives and media 

persons to send them SOS in case of police crackdown without proper papers or procedures or high 
handedness.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

11. There are lots of videos being shared where the victim is seeking help without putting any details. This 
simply wastes time of everyone. Please put your name, contact details, date and time, address, city or 
district and local police station name. This will help in rushing the needed help. In this critical time, the 

community is advised to be focussed on maintaining peace through meetings and dialogues with police 
and peace committees, prominent citizens and social and cultural organisations. In cases of any 
incidents or arrests, taking help of lawyers is advisable. Many community organisations are providing 
free legal aid. IMPAR person, Saif Ali 9311770524 may also be contacted for such help.  

Dr. MJ Khan  
President, IMPAR  
+91-9560097890  
mjkhan@impar.in  
 

IMPAR Eid-ul-Azha Guidelines 

IMPAR issued the following guidelines for celebrating the Eid-ul-Azha and performing the obligatory Qurbani. 

  

 

 

IMPAR Advisory for Qurbani  
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Press Releases 

IMPAR Appeals for Maintaining Peace 
June 11, 2022 I New Delhi 

 
IMPAR unequivocally condemns the violence in different cities and appeals to all to maintain peace. IMPAR 

specifically appeals to the Muslim community to keep patience and cooperate with the police for peace and 
normalcy. The prevailing turmoil does not augur well for either the community or the country. What started 
with the absurd comment by BJP spokesperson on the TV debate has turned into widespread violence, which 
must not spread further. We call upon the clergy and other Muslim community leaders to come forward to 
guide the misguided that violence in the name of religion or the ‘hurt feelings’ cannot be justified. The 
sufferings of the common man today on the streets and the families of protesters tomorrow on account of 
violent protests is no service to Islam. It only brings bad name to the community. The image of the country is 

also tarnished internationally.  

IMPAR also calls upon the police and enforcement authorities to show patience and better understanding, and 
not use excessive force in cases of simple protests or stone pelting. The common Muslim is hurt, and his feelings 

are being exploited by religious bigots or vested interests. The police will do better job in punishing the 
instigators and provocateurs than the misguided protesters. IMPAR also calls upon the community 
organisations, clergy, and the scholars to spread true message of Islam. The life of the Prophet is full of 

instances where he responded violence by gesture of peace and goodwill. Those taking the matters to street are 
working against the spirit of Islam in the name of Islam. Such acts must be condemned as we all must condemn 
the comments of Nupur Sharma and likes.  

Dr. MJ Khan  
President, IMPAR 

Time to weed Out Fanatics and Radicals Amongst Us 
June 13, 2022 I New Delhi  

 
I was reading an article by the noted journalist, Qamar Waheed Naqvi in the Satya Hindi.com, which is a 
compilation of a series of his recent tweets. I could not agree more with his views that what was needed to be 

done is exactly opposite to what we have been doing all these years. Cursing communal politics and parties and 
yet doing everything possible to unknowingly strengthening them. The lack of long-term political plans, 
absence of competent and committed leadership and dependence on weak, corrupt and casteist leaders in the 
name of secularism on one side and hypothecating our understanding of religion to semi-literate and narrow 
vision clergy on the other hand costed us dearly. Time is fast changing. An impression is being created that 
Muslims are misfit to live in multicultural societies. And they neither want to live in peace nor let live. We may 
keep on complaining about what right wing people and others are doing, but there are no takers. The narrow 
world vision and low on morality and spirituality and high on ritualism has almost blinded a large section of the 

Muslim community in India. Otherwise, how would one justify violence all of a sudden, almost two weeks after 
the telecast? It’s time for the vast majority of moderates to stand up and speak against 5% fringe elements in 

both communities. We must not go soft on the fundamentals and fanatics, fearing their vituperative and 
aggressive attacks in social media. We need strong social leadership which could talk sense and act sensibly. 
The champions of hysterical speeches, these misguided mullahs can only deliver disaster. Indian Muslims have 
faced enough under this regressive religious leadership and mushroomed socio-cultural organisations. It’s time 
to change. Time to call for weeding out radicals among us, whether they defame us on TV screens or create 

trouble in the society. The world is no longer willing to buy our victimhood theories. What happened in recent 
days can not be justified in the name of ‘hurt sentiments’. We are fast loosing sympathy in the society and will 
soon be left with no sympathisers. What are these great theological institutions and their proclaimed leaders 
doing today? Are these leaders only to collect zakat funds in the name of Madarsa? Do they have no 
responsibility towards poor Muslim, who is paying hefty price to the nonsense of these leaders, who would 
ignite fire and then go in hibernation? Only to emerge later, when situation cools down, to distributing little 
ration and issuing press statements or getting photographed for media? Should we privileged 5% not feel 
ashamed for the trouble we are creating for 95% helpless poor Muslim on the ground by our misplaced actions 
and statements? This is critical time, and we must read the bold writings on the wall and act sensibly and 

urgently, before it’s too late. 

Dr. MJ Khan, President, IMPAR, +91-9569997890 mjkhan@impar.in  
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Going from Bad to Worst: Call for Urgent Action 
16 June 2022 I New Delhi  

 
The communal situation is getting from bad to worst. It’s time for the nation and for all of us to stand against 

radicalism and show maturity. The prevailing situation does not augur well for the democracy or the economy. 
The growing radicalism on both sides and it’s manifestation, and inaction by the authorities in some cases and 
hyper action in others, is not sending good signals. Peace and justice is prerequisite to the social harmony and 
economic development. For Muslim community, the worrying situation is that general perception in the society, 
as gauged by social media reactions, is at new low. Whatever little sympathy Muslim community got due to the 
nonsense utterances of the BJP leaders, we lost no time in reversing the situation by street agitations. 

Predictably, there is over reaction by the State machineries and heavy use of force and a large number of cases, 
some unjustified, being slapped. While instigators and provocateurs may escape, heavy cost will be paid by the 
families of many innocent agitators. We as a community have still not learnt what works for us? There are 
campaigns demanding the arrest of Nupur Sharma. Can we really afford her arrest? Are we ready to face 
massive potential backlash? Can we not see her popularity graph on social media? While we demand arrest of 

Nupur Sharma, and rightly so, but I am yet to come across a single Muslim, demanding the arrest of Tasleem 
Rahmani, who provoked the debate? The poor Muslim on the ground is paying huge price due to the deeds of 
such characters, but have we even condemned them? Let’s learn today, or at a hefty cost tomorrow, that neither 
the one sided business will work, nor the ‘My way or the High way’? To put it bluntly, the community has got no 
political leverage with the current regime. But the community is full of issues where the government support is 
needed. We wish to defeat BJP, but love all those acts and individuals, who help it harvest the rich political crop, 
election after election. We doubt the integrity of those who talk sense and workable solutions, but, admire as 
great self-styled ‘secularists’ and blindly follow the polarising agents, who give clarion calls to defeat BJP only 

to strengthen it. Have we ever analysed what are the intentions or implications of their radical utterances, 
hysterical speeches and tear shedding videos? It is quite profitable to give screaming speeches, to be liked by 
the right wing for political help to them, and be loved by the community as great secular warriors. It is difficult 

to tread moderate path, which gets you on firing line of both sides. IMPAR faces this challenge from day one. 
Our vocal extremists want the world to change for us without we changing an iota. I recall early days of IMPAR, 

there was a dedicated debate on one English channel, “Why IMPAR”? The well meaning anchor asked the five 
member IMPAR panel that you wished the world to change for you, what are you willing to change? There was 
complete silence. Even today we have no answers. There will be plethora of Hadith produced against any social 

reforms initiated. The essence of religion is forgotten. It has been confined to skullcap. We continue refusing to 
read bold writings on the wall. The trends obtaining indicate to more problematic days ahead, unless we 
change our thoughts and actions and become wiser and more circumspect in our approach. One of my non 

muslim friends was sharing yesterday the reactions of his three industry colleagues, where one of them 
mentioned that he will recruit no Muslims for the potential trouble it may create, the other, a drone 
manufacturer, said he will avoid selling to Muslim clients and the third one confided that he has got only one 

Muslim employee out of 2,000, and he plans to exit him as well. When my friend asked him that this will be 
questioned in a secular country, he responded that it’s his company and he is free to decide, making it an 

unwritten policy? Imagine the future of Muslim youths, when perceptions in the private sector, which accounts 

for 95% plus new jobs, touch such new low? We must not allow our image and our future hypothecated to the 
interests driven extremists and low IQ emotional exploiters. Let’s not count on the Arab world and be so 
jubilant on what recently happened. Resurgent India will be unwilling to accept it. The common Hindu is upset 
and is getting increasingly radicalised and aggressive. We must have trust in our systems and institutions, no 
matter what flaws. There is no other way, but to improve our conduct and contribution and work hard to win 
over the hearts of common man. The overdose of religion and resultant bigotry have destroyed great societies. 
We can be no exception. The world is unwilling to listen that Islam means peace and the Muslims are most 
peace-loving people. We must show it in action from our conduct and character.  

Dr. MJ Khan  
President,  
IMPAR  
+91-9569997890 mjkhan@impar.in  
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Appreciation of Administration for Patience to Maintain Peace 
June 19, 2022 I New Delhi  

 
IMPAR congratulates the State Governments, police and civil administration in showing tremendous patience 

against the rioters, who indulged in large scale arson, train burning and damaging Government properties, 
while protesting against the Agnipath Scheme of the Government of India. While police took the actions where 
it was must, but in general it took sensible stand and not went after indiscriminate arrests, lockup thrashing 
and slapping cases under draconian laws against the aggrieved youths. This not only helped in controlling the 
agitations and violence quickly, but also earned much appreciation. Ideally any major policy decision should 
precede by large scale communication for people to understand and adjust to the impact or prepare to avail the 

benefits. In democracies, Governments take policy decisions keeping in view the general good of the people, but 
sometimes a section of the society misunderstands or is genuinely impacted negatively, and In such cases 
protests are a natural outcomes. And in case, experts, affected parties or public at large have concerns the same 
must be addressed by the Governments. A general sense of justice and well-being is prerequisite to the effective 
functioning of the democracy. While we congratulate the State Governments and police officials for the 

sensitive handling the crisis caused by the announcement of the Agnipath Scheme, we hoped the similar kind of 
sensitivity on the part of the administration in handling the agitators, who were on the streets protesting 
against the blasphemous remarks by two politicians. After all stone pelting crimes cannot be greater than 
burning the train bogies and destroying Government properties. Justice should not only be done but must also 
be seen done for the faith of people in the system. The PM’s landmark slogan “sabka saath, sabka vishwas, 
sabka vikas” must also be seen in action on the ground, at least by the BJP ruled state governments.  

Dr. Saba Hussain  
Senior Coordinator – IMPAR   
saba.hussain@impar.in  
 

IMPAR Condemns the Heinous Act of Crime in Udaipur 
June 28, 2022 I New Delhi  

 
It’s extremely painful and disgusting to see the horrific act of crime, committed by two religious’ bigots in 
Udaipur in the name of religion. IMPAR condemns such acts of bigotry and demands that police must take 

toughest possible action against such extremists and radicalised fanatics, who deserve no sympathy. Such 
criminals should have no place in a civilised society. These religious extremists who commit such inhuman 
crimes in the name of religion, have in fact, no understanding or faith in the religion, which teaches tolerance 
and forgiveness. The life of the Prophet itself is full of the examples of compassion and forgiveness. And the so-
called followers of the religion show ugly face of intolerance and extremism, and committing such crimes in the 
name of religion itself or what they believe blasphemy. They are in fact the worst enemy of the religion and not 

worthy of living in a multicultural society. The time has come for the nation to rise against religious fanaticism 
and all forms of extremism. There should be policy of zero tolerance against such bigots, who would not let the 
society live in peace. It’s also time for the Muslims in India and the world over to understand the root cause and 

rise against fanatic Wahabi form of Islam, created and exported on the behest of global powers. Enough price 
the Muslim community has paid for a tiny section among it following the extremist ideology. It’s also the time 
that Indian Muslims must urgently and collectively initiate a strong campaign against such teaching material 
and working of such institutions, who are propagating extremism and creating such mindsets, before it’s too 

late. 

Dr. MJ Khan  
President, IMPAR  
mjkhan@impar.in 
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Communication with the Key Stakeholders 

Letter to Hon’ble Prime Minister of India by Dr MJ Khan 

Dr MJ Khan,  
President                                                                                                                                                              
 

Dated: 14 June 2022 
 
Sh. Narendra Modi Hon’ble Prime Minister of India 
New Delhi  
 
Respected Prime Minister, 
 
We wish to congratulate you for steering the nation on the path of progress and inclusive development. India is 
today being seen with awe and hope by the major powers of the world, thanks to the well-crafted and balanced 
stand on major global issues and increased participation in humanitarian aid. On the domestic front, the 
economy is back on track, after the Covid19 recession, with substantial spending on major Government 

schemes and flagship programs, which has massively benefitted the poor sections of the society. However, 
there are grave challenges on account of the deteriorating communal situation with certain media channels 
driving the divisive agenda and certain leaders making irresponsible statements. The entire nation is worried 
about the unchecked growth of communal hatred and mistrust being brewed with certain news channels 
competing in serving the hate contents, day in and day out. Provocative and offensive statements, working 
against the constitutional values, must be punished. We would like to emphasize that violent protest in any part 
of the country by any community isn’t the appropriate way to express anger or grief. Strict actions must be 

taken against the individuals instigating such acts and misleading the people. While misplaced agitation and 

aggression are unjustified, the disproportionate and excessive use of force, and in some cases apparently illegal 
actions by the States, are sending the wrong signals. Justice should not only be done but be seen as being done. 
India is widely respected as a vibrant and secular democracy, governed by the rule of law, such incidences and 
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injustice bring great dismay. It is unfortunate that our country has seen a sharp spurt in such incidents one 

after another. This has serious implications for democracy, pluralism, social harmony, and peace besides the 
growth and development of the country. The way system is handling this whole incident must not affirm a 

preconceived notion within the community that their right to justice is being compromised. There is a sense of 
insecurity among Muslims and a section of the society with the fringe elements and religious bigots 
increasingly asserting. They need to be reined in and deradicalized with the sense of urgency. Peace and justice 
is prerequisite to growth and prosperity of the nation. All communities must have full confidence and sense of 
justice and must participate and contribute for fulfilling the leadership’s vision of inclusive development of the 
country and making India a greatly respected nation. IMPAR delegation comprising of 10-12 prominent 

Muslims would like to meet you and share it's concerns and offer to work closely with the government. 
Thanking you and looking forward to your high office’s timely intervention and kind encouragement. With 
esteemed regards 

Dr. MJ Khan 
President  
president@impar.in  
 

Letter to Hon’ble CM Yogi Aditynath Ji by Dr MJ Khan 
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Media Coverage 

IMPAR’s views on violence in different cities following two BJP leaders’ remarks 

on the Prophet were reported in India News Stream. 

June 11, 2022: Resorting to violence in the name of ‘hurt feelings” unjustified, says IMPAR on Prophet 
remarks row 

New Delhi: Indian Muslims for Progress and Reform has unequivocally condemned the violence in 
different cities following two BJP leaders’ remarks on the Prophet and appealed to the Muslim 
community to keep patience and cooperate with the police for peace and normalcy. 

” The prevailing turmoil does not augur well for either the community or the country. What started 
with the absurd comment by a BJP spokesperson on the TV debate has turned into widespread 
violence, which must not spread further. We call upon the clergy and other Muslim community 
leaders to come forward to guide the misguided that violence in the name of religion or the ‘hurt 
feelings’ cannot be justified,” IMPAR president MJ Khan said in a statement here. 

The sufferings of the common man today on the streets and the families of protesters tomorrow on 
account of violent protests is no service to Islam. It only brings a bad name to the community. The 
image of the country is also tarnished internationally, he said. 

IMPAR also called upon the police and enforcement authorities to show patience and better 

understanding, and not use excessive force in cases of simple protests or stone pelting. 

‘The common Muslim is hurt and his feelings are being exploited by religious bigots or vested 
interests. The police will do better job in punishing the instigators and provocateurs than the 
misguided protesters,” IMPAR said 

The organosation also appealed to the community organisations, clergy and the scholars to spread 
true message of Islam underlining that the life of the Prophet was full of instances where he 
responded violence by gesture of peace and goodwill. 

Those taking the matters to street are actually working against the spirit of Islam in the name of Islam. 
Such acts must be condemned as we all must condemn the comments of Nupur Sharma and likes,” The 
IMPAR president stated. 

https://www.indianewsstream.com/religion/resorting-to-violence-in-the-name-of-hurt-
feelings-unjustified-says-impar-on-prophet-remarks-row/ 
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https://www.nbc24.in/impar-on-muslims-riots 

IMPAR Appeals for Maintaining Peace published in Indian PSU 

What started with the absurd comment by a BJP spokesperson on the TV debate has turned into widespread 
violence, which must not spread further. 
June 11, 2022 
 
IMPAR unequivocally condemns the violence in different cities and appeals to all to maintain peace. IMPAR 
specifically appeals to the Muslim community to keep patience and cooperate with the police for peace and 
normalcy. The prevailing turmoil does not augur well for either the community or the country. What started 
with the absurd comment by BJP spokesperson on the TV debate has turned into widespread violence, which 
must not spread further. We call upon the clergy and other Muslim community leaders to come forward to 

guide the misguided that violence in the name of religion or the ‘hurt feelings’ cannot be justified. The 
sufferings of the common man today on the streets and the families of protesters tomorrow on account of 

violent protests is no service to Islam. It only brings a bad name to the community. The image of the country is 
also tarnished internationally. 

IMPAR also calls upon the police and enforcement authorities to show patience and better understanding, and 

not use excessive force in cases of simple protests or stone pelting. The common Muslim is hurt and his feelings 
are being exploited by religious bigots or vested interests. The police will do better job in punishing the 
instigators and provocateurs than the misguided protesters. IMPAR also calls upon the community 
organisations, clergy and the scholars to spread true message of Islam. The life of the Prophet is full of instances 
where he responded violence by gesture of peace and goodwill. Those taking the matters to street are actually 
working against the spirit of Islam in the name of Islam. Such acts must be condemned as we all must condemn 
the comments of Nupur Sharma and likes. 

https://indianpsu.com/impar-appeals-for-maintaining-peace/ 

 

https://www.nbc24.in/impar-on-muslims-riots
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Time to weed out fanatics among us news published in ASIA TIMES 
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Going From Bad to Worst: Call for Urgent Action published in India Tomorrow, 
Isma times and Asia times 

June 17, 2022  

NEW DELHI—The communal situation is getting from bad to worst. It’s time for the nation and for all of us to 

stand against radicalism and show maturity. The prevailing situation does not augur well for the democracy or 
the economy. The growing radicalism on both sides and its manifestation, and inaction by the authorities in 
some cases and hyper action in others, is not sending good signals. Peace and justice are prerequisite to the 
social harmony and economic development. 

For Muslim community, the worrying situation is that general perception in the society, as gauged by social 
media reactions, is at new low. Whatever little sympathy Muslim community got due to the nonsense 
utterances of the BJP leaders; we lost no time in reversing the situation by street agitations. Predictably, there 
is over reaction by the State machineries and heavy use of force and a large number of cases, some unjustified, 
being slapped. While instigators and provocateurs may escape, heavy cost will be paid by the families of many 
innocent agitators. We as a community have still not learnt what works for us? 

There are campaigns demanding the arrest of Nupur Sharma. Can we really afford her arrest? Are we ready to 
face massive potential backlash? Can we not see her popularity graph on social media? While we demand arrest 
of Nupur Sharma, and rightly so, but I am yet to come across a single Muslim, demanding the arrest of Dr. 
Tasleem Rahmani, who provoked the debate? The poor Muslim on the ground is paying huge price due to the 
deeds of such characters, but have we even condemned them? Let’s learn today, or at a hefty cost tomorrow, 
that neither the one-sided business will work, nor the ‘My way or the Highway’? To put it bluntly, the 
community has got no political leverage with the current regime. But the community is full of issues where the 
government support is needed. 

We wish to defeat BJP, but love all those acts and individuals, who help it harvest the rich political crop, election 
after election. We doubt the integrity of those who talk sense and workable solutions, but, admire as great self-
styled ‘secularists’ and blindly follow the polarising agents, who give clarion calls to defeat BJP only to 
strengthen it. Have we ever analysed what are the intentions or implications of their radical utterances, 
hysterical speeches and tear shedding videos? It is quite profitable to give screaming speeches, to be liked by 
the right wing for political help to them and be loved by the community as great secular warriors. It is difficult 
to tread moderate path, which gets you on firing line of both sides. 

 IMPAR faces this challenge from day one. Our vocal extremists want the world to change for us without we 
changing an iota. I recall early days of IMPAR, there was a dedicated debate on one English language news 
channel, “Why IMPAR”? The well-meaning anchor asked the five member IMPAR panel that you wished the 
world to change for you, what are you willing to change? There was complete silence. Even today we have no 
answers. There will be plethora of Hadith produced against any social reforms initiated. The essence of religion 
is forgotten. It has been confined to skullcap. 

We continue refusing to read bold writings on the wall. The trends obtaining indicate to more problematic days 
ahead, unless we change our thoughts and actions and become wiser and more circumspect in our approach. 
One of my non-Muslim friends was sharing yesterday the reactions of his three industry colleagues, where one 
of them mentioned that he will recruit no Muslims for the potential trouble it may create, the other, a drone 
manufacturer, said he will avoid selling to Muslim clients and the third one confided that he has got only one 
Muslim employee out of 2000, and he plans to exit him as well. When my friend asked him that this will be 
questioned in a secular country, he responded that it’s his company and he is free to decide, making it an 
unwritten policy? Imagine the future of Muslim youths, when perceptions in the private sector, which accounts 
for 95% plus new jobs, touch such new low? We must not allow our image and our future hypothecated to the 
interests driven extremists and low IQ emotional exploiters. 

Let’s not count on the Arab world and be so jubilant on what recently happened. Resurgent India will be 
unwilling to accept it. The common Hindu is upset and is getting increasingly radicalised and aggressive. We 
have to have trust in our systems and institutions, no matter what flaws. There is no other way, but to improve 
our conduct and contribution and work hard to win over the hearts of common man. The overdose of religion 
and resultant bigotry have destroyed great societies. We can be no exception. The world is unwilling to listen  

 



 

that Islam means peace and the Muslims are most peace-loving people. We must show it in action from our 
conduct and character. 

*Dr. MJ Khan is President, Indian Muslims for Progress and Reforms (IMPAR), an advocacy group. The 
views are personal, and India Tomorrow does not necessarily agree with it. 

 

https://indiatomorrow.net/2022/06/17/going-from-bad-to-worst-call-for-urgent-action/ 

https://www.asiatimes.co.in/Going-from-Bad-to-Worst--Call-for-Urgent-Action 

https://www.ismatimes.com/en/going-from-bad-to-worst-call-for-urgent-action 

Five IMPAR Panellists, Qamar Agha Sb, Irshad Hussain, Athar Zia, Dr. Lubna Kamal and Maj. Ali 
Shah, joined the debate on extremism and hate crimes on NewsX, and made meaningful 

interventions. 

 

News Link: https://youtu.be/xI7wvUWYU78 

 

IMPAR condemns the heinous crime in Udaipur by Dr MJ Khan published in 

Special Coverage News 
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IMPAR condemning the Murder of the Tailor in Udaipur published in Sedi News 

29/06/2022 Udaipur: Muslim organizations openly condemned 

All the major Muslim organizations of the country have condemned the murder of the tailor in Udaipur. It 
includes from Impar to Jamiat Ulema-e-Hind, All India Muslim Personal Law Board to Diwan of Ajmer Sharif 
Dargah. On Tuesday, after entering the shop of Kanhaiya Lal, a tailor in Udaipur, two accused killed him and 
posted his video on social media. There is widespread condemnation of this incident. 

Indian Muslims for Progress and Reforms (Impar) President Dr. M.J. Khan has said that it is extremely painful 
and disgusting to see the heinous act of crime committed by two religious fundamentalists in the name of 
religion in Udaipur. IMPAR condemns such acts of religious bigotry and demands that the police should take 
strictest action against such extremists and fundamentalists who do not deserve sympathy. There should be no 
place for such criminals in a civilized society. These religious extremists, who commit such inhuman crimes in 
the name of religion, really have no understanding or belief in a religion that teaches tolerance and forgiveness. 
The life of the Prophet is full of examples of compassion and forgiveness. He said the so-called followers of 
religion show the ugly face of intolerance and extremism and commit such crimes in the name of religion itself 
or what they consider to be blasphemy. They are indeed the biggest enemies of religion and do not deserve to 
live in a multicultural society. The time has come for the country to rise up against religious fanaticism and all 
forms of extremism. There should be a zero-tolerance policy against such fanatics, who will not allow the 
society to live peacefully. It is also time to review such teaching material and functioning of such institutions 
which are propagating extremism and creating such mindset, before it is too late. It is time for Muslims in India 
and around the world also to understand the root cause and rise up against the staunch Wahhabi form of Islam, 
which has been created and exported at the behest of global powers. The Muslim community has paid a 
substantial price for its small section of people following the extremist ideology. -Dr. M.J. Khan, President, 
Impar (Indian Muslims for Progress and Reforms). Jamiat Ulama-e-Hind called the Udaipur incident against 
Islam and the law of the land. Jamiat general secretSEDI Maulana Halsimuddin Qasmi said that the killing was 
apparently done on the pretext of insulting the Prophet but it was against both the law and the religion of Islam. 
He said that whoever has done this incident cannot be justified in any way. It is against the law of the land and 
our religion. There is a rule of law in our country, no one has the right to take law in his own hands. Maulana 
Qasmi appealed to all the citizens of the country to restrain their emotions and maintain peace. The Muslims of 
India will never allow the mindset of ‘Talibanization’ to come to the fore in the country. No religion encourages 
violence against humanity. Particularly in the religion of Islam, all teachings serve as a source of peace. Zainul 
Abedin Ali Khan, Diwan, Ajmer Sharif Dargah, Ajmer (Rajasthan) All India Muslim Personal Law Board 
(AIMPLB) General SecretSEDI Hazrat Maulana Khalid Saifullah Rehmani said, defaming any religious 
personality is a serious crime. The government’s inaction against this crime is nothing more than sprinkling salt 
on our wounds. But despite this, no one can be allowed to take the law into their own hands and declaring 
someone guilty and then killing them is a highly condemnable act. Neither the law nor the Islamic Sharia permit 
this. The Personal Law Board strongly condemns the brutal murder incident in Udaipur. 

https://sedinews.com/udaipur-muslim-organizations-openly-condemned-sedi-news/ 

IMPAR condemning the Murder in Udaipur published in “The Reports” also: 
 

News Link: https://thereports.in/the-udaipur-incident-is-condemnable-those-who-carried-it-out-are-the-
biggest-enemies-of-religion-impar/ 
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Ms Lubna Kamal and Ms Shamshravish Rein in Debate on growing radicalisation 
and hate crime in the Nation on Republic TV.  

 
 

https://youtu.be/A930Ub5JhcQ 

 

 

https://youtu.be/A930Ub5JhcQ


 

 

Ms Shamshravish Rein and Major Mohammad Ali Shah in Debate on NewsX on 
Foreign Islamist League Run Amok- talking about foreign funded organizations. 

 

https://youtu.be/1tBmXE6Zqjw 

Major Mohammad Ali Shah and Ms Shamshravish Rein and Mr Irshad Hussain 
debating on  NewsX on Decoding The Religion Red Line- religious tolerance and 
intolerance and is there a line that can be drawn for any religion and what is the 

solution that needs to be judicially applied. 

 

https://youtu.be/-hOM3hjkWCo 

IMPAR media Panellists- Major Mohammed Ali Shah, Ms Lubna Kamal, Mr Tariq 
Haseeb and Mr Irshad talking about the real essence of Qurbani on the Awaaz 

news channel 

 

https://youtu.be/s1zEtZba-ts 

 

https://youtu.be/1tBmXE6Zqjw
https://youtu.be/-hOM3hjkWCo


 

Action Plans for the upcoming Month 

 Career counselling and job orientation program in Baghpat 14 July 22, and Hapur 21 July 22 

Districts of UP 

 Community Awareness and Sensitization Program, Sambhal and Amroha, District of Uttar 
Pradesh, July 21, 22 

Picture Gallery  

  

  

 

 


